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The incidences are selective in the areas of their occurrences depending o the type of the hazard. This takes
organizations usually governments to handle the logistics and implementation of the plan. Meteorological
hazards occur as a result of processes in the atmosphere. They range from daily small eruptions which occur in
places like Kilauea in Hawaii , to megacolossal eruptions where the volcano expels at least 1, cubic kilometers
of material from supervolcanoes like Lake Taupo 26, years ago and Yellowstone Caldera. Of the many
disasters, the three common include the earthquakes, tsunamis, and the volcanoes. Although that seems
logical, the main problem is that the stress could be handed off to another part of the fault as a consequence,
merely moving the threat rather than removing it. Earth quakes for example are most prevalent in the sections
of Japan and Korea. Early Warning A warning is a statement that a high probability of a hazardous event will
occur, based on a prediction or forecast. Once a tropical depression is identified, monitoring allows
meteorologists to predict how long the development will take and the eventual path of the storm. A natural
disaster is a major event resulting from natural processes of the Earth; for example: tsunamis, floods,
earthquakes, and etc. These events cause the loss of lives and cost millions of dollars. But should the issue
have just disappeared from the public eye? For example: overgrazing or deforestation leading to more severe
erosion floods, landslides , mining groundwater leading to subsidence, construction of roads on unstable
slopes leading to landslides, or even contributing to global warming, leading to more severe storms. Especially
dangerous for people who barely survive while they have to struggle every day. These things include
mountains. We who live in California are aware of such dangers due to the high number of earthquakes
produced in this area, but one of the most intense, destructive and some might say the most frightening of the
natural disasters found on this planet are volcanic eruptions. Only when the volume of water in the river
becomes greater than the capacity of the stream channel is there a resulting disaster. One suggest might be to
drill along the fault and try to measure stress along it. Anthropogenic Hazards These are hazards that occur as
a result of human interaction with the environment. The earth consists of all things that can be seen by the
physical eye and also those that exist dip in the earth crust. Specifically, this paper will look into each disaster
to include the events surrounding them; the risks; and the assessments. Cyclonic storm[ edit ] Cyclone is a
large scale air mass that rotates around a strong center of low atmospheric pressure. Seller, John. In the
meanwhile, it is impossible to obtain the accurate data of disaster areas by traditional observations or detection
modes. These happenings have resulted into the deceases of really many people. They are caused by
occurrences like manmade explosions and volcanic eruptions Hough, Susan Elizabeth,  These occurrences
have resulted into the deaths of very many people. Risk assessment incorporates the information from a hazard
assessment, but also includes possible socio-economic effects. Human being is the psyche life animal that is in
charge of the earths happens and the events that take topographic point in the Earth straight affect human
existences. The Earth consists of all things that can be seen by the physical oculus and besides those that exist
dip in the Earth crust.


